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About This Game

Vanquish: The Adventures of Lady Exton is a charming 2D platformer set in a quirky steampunk inspired world.

Steamscience has altered things in recent times. It’s now come down to a fight for survival. Kidnapped, escaped and armed with
only a parasol, Lady Exton must bring back peace to the human strongholds!

Play through challenging levels, find support and gain new abilities to advance her quest, slay mechanoids and battle epic bosses.
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This is not good game :||. quick preliminary review:

 - This is a Great game!!

 I really need to start making consistent reviews because it's games like this that go 'under the radar' while total trash garbage
takes over the gaming world today..

 Why is this game so good?

 Because it still has some semblance of an actual 'real living breathing open world' to it, with free-form combat and somewhat
non-rail gameplay.. All in a graphics format that allows you to look around and see the sky etc.

(Please note this is a very early review but that's the sense I got from it so far (I could be wrong about the 'non-rail gameplay' ))

 Again VR is around the corner yet still most games have a top-down view or 'stylized' graphics setup that just feels warped..
this actually has a realistic, vibrant graphics feel realistic enough to feel 'alive' yet not so heavily textured you feel like you're
staring at people's pores..

 Games seem to have lost that 'fine-line' between reality and fantasy but this is one of those games that has it.

  This feels like one of those games you would play all day on a Saturday/Sunday growing up and enjoying every minute of it,
exploring a fantasy world that felt compelling and non-stressful, not like todays games that are either a chore, grind, or stuffed
with over-the-top vulgarity, political agendas, scantily clad girls, robots and freaks etc etc

  By the way, why only 2 hours?

 Because this is one of those games I want to play while actually devoting my time and effort into it, nowadays it's hard to do
that so have it on the side waiting for me when I want to experience it fully...

 So - .. no, it's not perfect, but if the above means something to you try it out, games like this are getting harder and harder to
find..

 I'll definitely update this later as/when I play more

. It's a Phone game port. I knew this.
But it's just way to simplistic.
There's no strategy or anything remotely puzzely in this.

I felt like I was playing Minesweeper, without the strategy, you just click everything.

. and there we are ... volume ten and my guess for the trolls where half right ! i truly hesitated between zebede and the soleil
twin hehe tegiri was an easy guess. But oh boi his route was funny even if my favorite so far is chixie's one .
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. Makes me sad to see ponies dying. Otherwise, its fun. Creeped me out though...... If you've played the Yawhg, and like me
said: Why aren't there more games like this? You're in luck, there is at least one game like that, and it's Moon Hunters.
This top down shooter puts combat and RPG mechanics in the back seat in favor of the real reason we read books and play
video games: adventure.
The point of the game isn't to destroy monsters (though you will), or save the world (though you might), it's to create a story
with your friends and travel the land.
I played it with my two best friends after a night out at the pub, and we all ended the game immensely satisfied. I don't even
mind they blatantly ripped off the concept and aesthetic of The Yawhg, with added combat, it gave us a shared experience and
story that will add to our friendship long after the game is forgotten.
Buy this game. Not only is it worth it, it will expand the market for story driven multiplayer games.. Not the highest budget, best
looking, or most fun handling racing game ever made, for sure, but fairly enjoyable nonetheless. Personally I've never been a
fan of games that drift by turning sharper, as opposed to using a button, as it feels like you have less control. However, this game
manages to still feel controllable most of the time, despite not feeling as responsive as a game like Sonic & SEGA All Stars
Racing Transformed (which personally has my favorite driving mechanics of any racing game).

I have yet to figure out if there's anything I can do to gain boost meter or if it just refills over time. The boosting doesn't always
feel as fast as I'd like, but it changes handling interestingly and is frequently refilled, which is nice. I also haven't played many
off-road racing games, so this is a nice change of pace, with lots of bumps and such along the way that can challenge you and
send you flying, which is quite fun. Speaking of, the car models, designed to look off-roady, are a nice change of pace from the
kinds of racing games I usually play. The AI likes to PIT you and force you into obstacles, but trying to return the favor is more
difficult than it seems it should be.

If you're a fan of racing games and don't mind a mediocre-but-competent fun little racing game, Insane 2 isn't a bad choice. I
wouldn't spend more than $5-10 on it.. Treasure Adventure Game was so well made and creative, and I'd been following this
game's creation for 5 years.
It was totally worth the wait.
The new art is so well done, the remastered soundtrack is awesome, and some of the remade islands are really cool.
10/10, buy the game+soundtrack bundle- it'll only cost you two extra bucks.. It's a story of a frog who slowly realizes her true
beauty. A gorgeous love story, that threw me into tears a few times.. If you like meme games then this is for you, small funny
games is added inside of the game that are pretty cool if you think about it, good voice acting, very good to only have on person
wokring on it
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This game series is better known as EEP - Eisenbahn.exe Professional. I know the EEP series from the very beginning and
Railroad X is another of its development.
First of all, it's a simulation of model railway, not real trains. If you want train simulator, buy Train Simulator or eventually
Trainz.
Railroad X (EEP 10) is for everyone who did not have enough space at home to build their own railroad model. It is more an
application than a game. This allows you to build very complex automatically controlled railroad systems, imagination is the
only limit. You can control not only trains - also road, water and even air traffic.
I must admit that the editor is complicated (so many options which you don't know at the beginning) and requires patience but
once it is mastered, it works instinctively. The only thing that is awful, is a camera control in free view - never, from the very
beginning, it has not been fixed...
If you want to become better acquainted with Railroad X, you need to book yourself plenty of time... Building even a simple
model takes a long time, if you want it to look really nice. To compare your abilities, there are a few finished models with EEP.
If you like to build a railway models and maps, have a lot of free time and patience, Railroad X is created for you.. Now think
about a game that is lazy and poorly developed.
Judging by the images and videos you gotta think that it's cool, and in fact it has potential, but once you start to play you'll only
need 15 minutes to realize what you got yourself into.

- First off you can only shoot in 2 directions (left and right). It's like if the developers didn't know if they were going to make a
rpg or a beat'em up, so they just mixed both of the styles. And that doesn't work when you have enemies that comes from all
direction at the same time.

- The interface is horrible. Menus, inventory, map...everything is messed up and hard to navigate, due to no effort put in the
game development.

- The best way to play this game, so far, is by using a joystick. But even then I could not use some of the options in-game, like
the map and potions, for example.

- The game is all about grinding. In order to reach new areas you gotta slowly make your way through hours of boring killing
sessions, or else you'll 1 hit die to any new monster you face.

- The difficult is unbalanced, and you'll die alot, especially from bosses that hits you even when they are offscreen.

- The graphics are good, but the terrain is so full of sh!t that you got blocked whenever you try to run from an enemy. Bottles,
crates, fences, animals...they all have big hitboxes, and work together to make your life miserable.

For me, the game was just waste of content, as they didn't care to polish the game enough to make it good.. The game succeeds
at creating an outdoor military experience that is fun and immersive. The five single-player campaigns are still fun to play.
Multiplayer was a real blast back in the day, even with the extreme lag due to everyone playing on dialup modems.

The game engine can render infinite maps with long draw distances while maintaining smooth performance. There are different
landscapes including deserts, grasslands, and winter mountains, while day, night, and evening missions add variety to the
lighting. It's a unique graphic style that works, and I still consider it to be a visually pleasing game.. It's free, it works, and there
are enough players to get a game going. If you enjoy Bomberman there's no reason not to give this a try.

- Several maps.
- Up to 8 players.
- Can configure a sudden death option so the match doesn't last forever.
- Free movement, but tile based bomb placement.
- Character customization.
- No pay-to-win elements.. Not really sure what I should write about this game, other then that it's a very calm and relaxing
game for anyone interested in the concept of producing and selling your own wine and I simply wanted to recommend it and
give it a good score.. Great little game! Can't wait for the full release.. A fun couch game to play with friends. Each ship has
some special abilities that add a tactical layer to the frenetic base gameplay, turning the game into something more interesting
and competitive that it appears at first look.
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